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     Good Start (Lyrics) (parenthesis is a side note) 

Hook:  

 

Good Start.  Peace Tao Flow 

Love Art. Collectively we know 

Good start. Peace Tao Flow 

One Art. Collectively we flow 

 

Verse: 

 

123 March 4 the greater good it's been this looming sleeper leaders meet the Owlin Global Hood 

From every nation patiently erasing haters wasting me all of us to us for all time love and unity 

(The Sleep Dis Global Puppets think the current conversation is Geo-Political play date or 

something…when it’s actually the world being brought into judgement…if anyone believes that type of 

thing that is….just expressing stuff…) 

 

As we awake to love... 

God's time.... :o) 

Love abides in us. 

Hearts and Minds knit together in love bounce back Spirit Luminosity within the truth not the shove 

 

Strife denial drama trauma sneaks above the law 

Trickle down Iron Curtain sleeper dis puppets flaw 

Obscuring facts with fear divisive people saw 

A glimpse of the eclipse future change for All Paws 

 

Teaching peace with love in the center of our thought 

Land of the Free most incarcerated that's a lot 

Nearly 35% from basic needs are on lock 
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Can't be looking through a dumpster and still have a thought 

 

 

Hook:  

 

Good Start.  Peace Tao Flow 

Love Art. Collectively we know 

Good start. Peace Tao Flow 

One Art. Collectively we flow 

 

 

Verse: 

 

Right now Team One Refuge Music Family 

Word bond tradition versus Heckle evils bother G's 

Restate the truth to the lie new reality 

Democratic Spirit love legislating heartfully 

 

Channeling the world Collective Individual Minds 

Surviving Earth together praying dealthy healthy happy times 

Represent Community protect the love remind 

Wake it up today or leaders should be kind 

 

Oneness spiritual war don't engage gasbags division 

Zap the death oblivion (until) right-to-die liftin' lids n' (basically the “right to die” would exist if the 

governments knew what the reality is, and they truuuuly have no idea…in time ”Right to Die” will 

probably be everyday stuff, so to our “Huff n Fuss Justice Appointment”…-no offense of course…I’d like 

Him to take a seat and “Learn Sompn”, but he wouldn’t understand because He is a sleeper, so… :o) go 

figure…all due respect, He might be a good person, yet he is just aligned with Men of Perdition 

characters in his life experience…love is truth and we’re just a glimpse…peace) 
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Word is bond or lies really love is one religion 

Future with a sense of wonder love is purposefully living  

 

(side note: we can look towards to future with a sense of wonder, as opposed to confusion or drama as 

the drama/trauma "Huff n Fuss" puppets would have it :o)  

 

Lighten up the frowns of denial Strife Tweeter Child how can we forgive if we're still going through the 

trials (I/swe say a prayer of forgiveness every day, yet we are still going through the battles, and 

repentance has to be a part of Sleeper Dis...then there is a new process of healing….we are 

surviving..…Sleep Dis doesn’t repent, so I/we say the “wash us clean” forgiveness prayers to let go of the 

“Huff n Fuss” drama…and as always, trying to detach from the Sleep Dis n Drain energy…same Ol’ Run 

game stuff, just different People….peace) 

They can repent or wake it up let the people smile (wake it up, meaning the “awakening” that is 

gradually unfolding on the Earth stage…for anyone who believes…the experience, is that, with God, it’s 

the Spirit of gentleness and kindness…. or the rod of discipline…how it is for anyone alive…yup, 

eventually this will include Sleeper Dis Puppets) 

Flesh finding Spirit Footprints every mile 

 

 

Hook:  

 

Good Start.  Peace Tao Flow 

Love Art. Collectively we know 

Good start. Peace Tao Flow 

One Art. Collectively we flow 

 

Outro: Peace. We wanna give thanks to all the Rhyme Fathers and Mothers. As we battle spiritual War 

together. Word is bond and it’s Tradition. 100% or the lie should step to the side. (some say, well, “you 

know, not everybody is like you all”…well, yes, not everyone is genuine like us. This is true….:o) ) 

And with God…We know…all we have is today. Give thanks. Respect. And peace to the Universal Council 

for Higher Consciousness. Evolutionary Council for Living in Peace. Living in Peeeeeeeace :o) Peace to 

the Mother Hen Collective. To it’s “It’s a perennial thing”. Thanks for caring. And also peace to. “You 

can’t kid a kidder”, and “Who rescued who” :o) 1love. 1Earth. 1People. Peace 
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